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UNDERSTANDING THE LONGWAVE ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CYCLE

THAT WAS THE WEEK THAT WAS
Monday, July 18th
Gold bullion trades to a record high closing level of
$1,602.40 (U.S.) per troy ounce on continuing investor fears regarding a potential Greek sovereign debt

MONDAY, JULY 18TH
default, as well as no agreement between the Congress and White House concerning raising the U.S. statutory debt limit. Of greater significance than the above reasons, at Longwave Analytics, we believe the rising gold price is anticipating the failure of paper (fiat) money.
See also, the upcoming Winter Warning to be published July 27, 2011 - The Failure of Paper Money and What it Means to You.
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• Portugal’s newly-elected Prime Minister Pedro Passos Coelho
unveils a “colossal” two billion euro deficiency in the public accounts left by the outgoing Socialist government. While warning
the nation to expect further austerity measures, the Prime Minister cautioned European Union (EU) authorities: “We want to take
part in an ambitious European project and make our contribution, so Europe can confront its problems in the most ambitious
way, but … I will not stand by and let Europe govern Portugal.”
• In a statement, Moody Investors Service warns: “We will downgrade at least 7,000 top-rated municipal credits if the United
States loses its ‘AAA’ (sovereign debt) credit rating. The automatic downgrades which will affect $130 billion (U.S.) of municipal debt directly linked to the U.S. government and federal
agencies such as ‘Fannie Mae’ and ‘Freddie Mac’. Moody’s will
also review other highly rated securities issued by state governments, housing authorities and non-profit organizations.” According to Bloomberg, 15 U.S. states currently have ‘AAA’ credit
ratings. Other top-rated issuers include 440 local governments,
100 state bond housing programs and 43 state revolving-fund
bond programs, such as the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
and the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). The chart below outlines the major risks for the U.S. economy over the next
year.

• Ratings agency Moody’s analyst Steven Hess suggests the
United States should eliminate its statutory limit on government
debt to reduce uncertainty among bondholders: “We would
reduce our assessment of event risk if the (U.S.) government
changed its framework for managing government debt to lessen
or eliminate that uncertainty.” See also, The Week That Was,
Monday, July 11, 2011

TUESDAY, JULY 19TH
• At a White House press briefing, U.S. President Barack Obama
unveils a newly released Senate plan that would cut $3.7 trillion
(U.S.) from government deficits spanning the next decade, by
making Social Security solvent over 75 years and reducing marginal income tax rates, among other measures. “The framework
that they (the Senators) put forward is broadly consistent with
what we’ve been working on here in the White House and with
the presentations that I’ve made to the leadership when they’ve
come over here. The plan offers (the) potential for bipartisan
consensus, but negotiations to raise the $14.3 trillion (U.S.) statutory debt limit are in the 11th. hour. We don’t have any more
time for symbolic gestures or posturing.”
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• Moody’s Investors Service places five American states – Maryland, South Carolina, New Mexico, Tennessee and Virginia – under review for possible downgrade affecting $24 billion (U.S.) of
general obligation bonds and related outstanding debt. “Given
their dependence upon federal revenue, if the U.S. Government’s credit rating is downgraded to ‘Aa1’ or lower, these five
states’ credit ratings would likely be lowered as well.”
• The Commerce Department reports U.S. housing starts increased at an annual pace of 629,000 units in June, up 15%
from May and the highest level in five months, while building
permits rose at a 624,000 annual pace
• The Bank of Canada keeps its Bank Rate unchanged at 1% citing: “To the extent that the (economic) expansion continues and
the current material excess supply in the economy is gradually
absorbed, some of the considerable monetary policy stimulus
currently in place will be withdrawn. Such reduction would need
to be carefully considered.”

• Goldman Sachs plans to cut 1,000 jobs as net profit declined to
$1.09 billion (U.S.) in the 2nd. quarter, less than half the $2.7 billion (U.S.) profit the company recorded in the seasonally stronger 1st. quarter wer efficiency...

WEDNESDAY, JULY 20TH
• Following last week’s annual meeting of the International Whaling Commission, according to the Associated Press, the United
States is set to announce trade and diplomatic sanctions against
Iceland for escalating its whale hunts, despite a 1986 international moratorium on commercial whaling. The Obama administration will cite Iceland under an American domestic law which
allows the President to act against foreign countries who flout international animal conservation rules. While Norway and Japan
also continue to hunt whales, the U.S. is particularly concerned
about Iceland’s escalated hunt for endangered fin whales and
its recent resumption of exports of whale meat. According to
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association, Iceland has
been cultivating a trade in fin whale meat that previously didn’t
exist.
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• China National Offshore Oil Corp. (CNOOC) agrees to pay $2.1
billion (U.S.) for Calgary-based OPTI Canada Inc., the struggling
energy company which filed for bankruptcy protection last week.
Under the agreement, equity shareholders will receive $34 million (U.S.) – or 12 cents per share – with most of the cash going
to OPTI’s creditors.
• American Airlines places orders for 460 new aircraft over the
next 5 years – split between 200 planes from Boeing and 260
planes from Airbus – representing the largest commercial airline
order in aviation history
• The Federal Statistics Office reports German producer prices
rose by 0.1% in June – 5.6% on a year-over-year basis – citing
lower energy prices, but higher non-energy, or core prices
• The U.S. federal government plans to close 800 computer data
centers, 40% of its current capacity, over the next four years in
order to reduce its sizeable technology budget and modernize
its computer methodology to manage data and provide services
to citizens. Analysts estimate that tens of thousands of jobs will
likely be eliminated.
• The National Association of Realtors reports U.S. existing home
sales declined by 0.8% in June to a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of 4.77 million units

• The London-based Centre for Economics and Business Research (CEBR) cites the threat of a stock market crash is escalating. CEBR Chief Executive Officer and veteran forecaster
Douglas McWilliams warns: “The signals seem to be building
up for some kind of (stock) market crash. Shares and many
bonds are already down significantly (in price) from their recent
peaks. At the beginning of this year, we gave 20% odds on a
United Kingdom double-dip. The chances now are about 33%.”
Quoting from our Longwave Winter Warning of January 26, 2011
– The Economic and Financial Outlook for 2011: “We don’t see
U.S. stock prices higher beyond April of this year. Then, we see
the catastrophic Elliot Wave 3 down. This will take U.S. stock
markets below their March 2009 lows, maybe not this year, but
certainly by 2012.”
• The U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) announces the
arrests of 16 people across America in connection with strikes
initiated by a secretive federation of computer hackers named
Anonymous. In an indictment, the FBI charged 14 people in
10 separate states, with “conspiring to intentionally damage
protected computers,” in connection with an attack on the website of the payment service PayPal in December 2010, after
the company suspended accounts opened to donate funds to
WikiLeaks.
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FBI agents seize Anonymous computers and related documents. Source: Fox News.com

THURSDAY, JULY 21ST
• The Labor Department reports U.S. initial claims for state unemployment benefits increased by 10,000 to a seasonally adjusted
418,000 in the week ended July 16th. from an upwardly revised
408,000, previously reported as 405,000. Continuing claims –
those drawn by workers for more than a week – declined by
50,000 to 3.698 million in the week ended July 9th.
• In a Wall Street Journal op-ed entitled Layoffs Deepen Gloom,
reporter Conor Dougherty cites: “Many U.S. companies, such as
Cisco Systems Inc., Lockheed Martin Corp. and troubled book
retailer Borders Group Inc. are laying off employees at a level
not seen in nearly a year, hobbling the job market and intensifying fears about the pace of the economic recovery … The (job)
cuts reflect the shifting outlook of employers, many of whom had
expected the economy to gain speed as the year progressed.
Instead, (economic) growth has faltered and if the pace continues to disappoint, more companies will feel (the) pressure to pull
back ... The increasing pace of layoffs suggest companies are
losing faith in the prospect of a second-half (economic) rebound.
Economists, meanwhile, have begun lowering their estimates
for second-half (economic) growth.”

• The Office for National Statistics reports U.K. retail sales rose by
0.7% in June, following a revised decline of 1.3 % in May, citing
consumer response to price discounts
for furniture, clothing and food items
• According to the Financial Times, European Union (EU) leaders
have agreed to a new 109 billion euro bailout for Greece, under
which private bondholders will be called upon to commit to a
target of a further 37 billion euros through a bond exchange or
rollover program. Bondholders will be given four options – three
forms of debt exchange and one rollover plan – with different
maturity dates and coupon rates. Moreover, an additional 12.6
billion euros is expected to be gleaned from bondholders via
commitments (haircuts) to sell their current holdings at a 21% reduced price, as part of exercising any bond option. EU leaders
made clear the bondholder program would be limited to Greece,
which they termed “an exceptional and unique solution.” Of the
pledge not to repeat the practice elsewhere, French President
Sarkozy stated: “It is an extremely momentous decision. What
is at stake here is contagion.” EU leaders also announced an
overhaul of the euro zone’s 440 billion euro bailout fund, drastically easing the current terms of rescue loans for Greece, Ireland and Portugal.
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• Europe’s financial markets modestly welcome the latest euro
zone agreement for a new Greek bailout package and measures
to prevent a potential default contagion. However, a warning
from Fitch Ratings that the role of the private sector in the Greek
bailout plans would constitute a “restricted default,” curbed market enthusiasm. Fitch stated: “We will lower Greece’s (sovereign debt credit) rating to the relevant ‘restrictive default’ at the
end of the bond exchange process.”

• According to Bloomberg News, the Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
City Council has rejected a fiscal recovery plan – needed to preserve State financial assistance – which had directed the City to
sell certain municipal assets, institute a (public) wage freeze and
reduce City workers’ contracts. Following the vote, City Council
President Gloria Martin-Roberts mused: “The Council has made
a big mistake … I don’t think (municipal) bondholders will ever be
comfortable with the City again, in terms of lending us money.”

• A car bomb rips through Norwegian government offices in Oslo
and a gunman fires upon a nearby youth summer camp resulting
in 91 people dead and many injured – see photo

• Statistics Canada reports the nation’s consumer price index
(CPI) declined by 0.7% in June while the core rate (excluding
food and energy) fell by 0.6%. On a year-over-basis, the CPI
dropped to 3.1% from 3.7% in May and the core rate slid to 1.3%
from 1.8%.
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CLOSING LEVELS FOR FRIDAY JULY 22ND.

WEEKLY CHANGE

Dow Jones Industrial Average

12,681.16

+ 201.43 points

Spot Gold Bullion (August)

$1,601.50 (U.S.)

+ $11.40 per oz.

S&P / TSX Composite

1,345.02

+ 28.88 points

10-Year U.S. Treasury Yield

2.96%

+ 5 basis points

Canadian Dollar

105.36 cents (U.S.)

+ 0.57 cent

U.S. Dollar Index Future (Spot Price)

74.157 cents

– 0.969 cent

WTI Crude Oil (August)

$99.87 (U.S.)

+ $2.63 per barrel
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